JIMMY HELLAS DANCE SERVICES
info@jimmydance.com | ABN: 80 465 315 074
TERMS & CONDITIONS IN THE DANCE CLASS
Thank you for choosing Jimmy Hellas Dance Services for your dance education.
Please take a moment to read through the Terms and Conditions.
1. DANCE CLASS ETIQUETTE & RULES
1.1 Food, chewing gum, smoking, d
 rugs and alcohol are strictly forbidden from being
brought or consumed in the studio and/or in the class.
1.2 Personal hygiene must be maintained at all times.
1.3 Sanctioned personal belongings must be put at the back, sides of unused studio walls.
1.4 You are responsible for the safe-keeping of your personal belongings. Jimmy and/or
the dance studio will not be held personally accountable and responsible if any of your
personal belongings go missing.
1.5 Please advise Jimmy, prior to commencement of each dance class if you have any
pre-existing injury or illness that may be affected by you participating in a dance class.
Failure to notify or attempting to hide a pre-existing injury or illness which may be affected by
any type of dance class could result in that injury or illness being ineligible for future
compensation claims.
1.6 Only students who have paid for a dance class are permitted in the class. Guests such
as family or friends who have not paid to participate in a class will not be allowed to enter the
class. Your friends and family can wait for you in the lobby until your class has finished.
1.7 Offensive or abusive language will not be tolerated and anyone using abusive or
offensive language will be asked to leave the class without notice and without receiving a
refund.
1.8 Please respect everyone in the class. Jimmy and the studio will not tolerate any direct or
indirect acts of harassment, discrimination or bullying. Participants found to harass,
discriminate or bully against another person in the class or at the studio premises will be
asked to leave immediately.
1.9 Do not talk while the teacher is talking. Whispering is also considered talking.
1.10 Respect the dance space, studio and equipment. Place any of your unwanted items
in the bin. Do not turn things on or off, or up or down, without permission. Do not leave your
shoes or clothes in areas that will harm anyone’s safety or obstruct anyone from using the
dance space.
1.11 Develop spatial awareness and please demonstrate it at all times.
1.12 Do not record or photograph anything in the class without Jimmy’s permission.
1.13 If you have a suggestion, feedback or a complaint please express this to Jimmy
privately after the class has finished and never in front of other students. If you find you have
too many questions about something, please save them for after the class and discuss them
with Jimmy or contact him through email at info@jimmydance.com.
1.14 All classes run for 55 minutes and start with a warm up and cool down period.
1.15 Refrain from correcting others. This is the teacher’s job.
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2. WHAT TO WEAR
2.1 Belly dance class
2.1.1 Wear something form fitting that allows you to see what your body is doing easier. A
short midriff form fitting top is best, but this is not a requirement if you do not wish to do so. It
is advisable not wear a big t-shirt or anything baggy as you will not be able to see the
movements on your body.
2.1.2 No skirts allowed.
2.1.3 No shoes, sandals or thongs allowed.
2.1.4 No bare-feet allowed.
2.1.5 Ballerina shoes or socks are permitted.
2.2 Greek dance class
2.2.1 Usual gym wear is recommended. No jeans or skirts are allowed.
2.2.2 No runners or athletic/training running shoes, sandals or thongs allowed.
2.2.3 No bare-feet or dancing in socks is allowed.
2.2.4 Sneakers with a flat sole are required. Runners and athletic/training shoes are difficult
to dance Greek style dances and sneakers with a flat sole work best.
3.1 Latin/Ballroom dance class
3.1.1 Usual gym wear is recommended. No jeans or skirts are allowed.
3.1.2 No skirts allowed.
3.1.3 No bare-feet allowed.
3.1.4 No ballerina shoes, socks, sandals or thongs allowed.
3.1.5 Runners and athletic/training shoes are difficult to dance Greek style dances and
sneakers with a flat sole work best. However, proper Latin or Standard (Ballroom) shoes are
just perfect for the class and your feet.

*Any terms and conditions subject to change at any time.
Last update: 26.01.2018
Should you have any questions or require additional information, contact us
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